
Mercado Conspiracy Project 

 

Dear Reader, 

The following is a compilation of photos and writings that can be regarded as evident 

indications that the mentioned Facebook profiles are fraudulent. This collection of 

items was not brought together to stir drama, rumors or ill-activity. Rather, it was 

created to educate/enlighten others with the evidence found. In this case, evidence  

is defined as the available information (online) that indicate whether a belief and/or 

proposition is true (or valid).  

The following articles may (or may not) apply to this situation: 

http://www.zdnet.com/blog/facebook/how-to-spot-a-fake-facebook-profile-infographic/8580 

How do you spot a fake Facebook user? People have many strategies, including looking at the content on 

their Wall, checking their mutual friends, and/or just scanning for anything out of the ordinary. Security 

firm Barracuda Networks has taken it a step further in a study titled “Facebook: Fake Profiles vs. Real 

Users.”  

The study analyzed a random sampling of 2,884 active Facebook accounts to identify key differences between average 

real user accounts and fake accounts created by attackers and spammers. You can see the results in the infographic 

above, or if you prefer, a quick summary follows: 

 •Almost 60 percent of fake accounts claim to be bisexual, 10 times more than real users 

 •Fake accounts have six times more friends than real users, 726 versus 130 

 •Fake accounts use photo tags over 100 times more than real users, 136 tags per four photos versus one tag per four 

photos 

 •Fake accounts almost always (97 percent) claim to be female, as opposed to 40 percent for real users 

 “Likes, News Feeds and Apps have helped lead Facebook to its social network dominance and now attackers are 

harnessing those same features to efficiently scale their efforts,” Dr. Paul Judge, chief research officer at Barracuda 

Networks, said in a statement. “These fake profiles and apps give attackers a long-lived path to continuously present 

malicious links to innocent users. Also, researchers have shown how friending malicious accounts can lead to account 

takeover using Facebook’s trusted friend account recovery. We have analyzed thousands of fake accounts to determine 

features and patterns that distinguish them from real users, and created a feature-based heuristic engine to distinguish 

real users from fake profiles.” 

 Millions of Facebook users tend to accept friend requests blindly. That’s why social bots can be so effective. Next time 

you get a friend request, ask yourself: “Do I really know this person?” 

 



http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/tips-identifying-fake-facebook-profiles/story?id=14379498 

 

By MICHAEL KOENIGS (@mckoenigs)  

Aug. 26, 2011 

 "She was smoking hot, unbelievably sexy ... super beautiful." This was how Nev Schulman, a 24-year-old 

photographer, described Megan, a fellow artist who became friendly with him on Facebook in 2007. 

 An online courtship began, and Schulman's filmmaking friends documented his excitement. Not until 

Schulman knocked on Megan's door months later did he discover that his love interest looked nothing like 

her profile photo. "Megan" was actually Angela, a 40-something wife and mother of two who later said she 

had been diagnosed with schizophrenia. 

 Schulman and his friends made a high-profile film, "Catfish," out of being duped by a false Facebook 

profile. Other cases have had more tragic endings. 

In 2006, co-workers Thomas Montgomery and Brian Barrett became so entangled in an online love triangle 

with a young woman who identified herself as "talhotblond" that Thomas eventually murdered Barrett at 

their office. Neither man realized that they were fighting over an overweight, middle-aged, stay-at-home 

mom. 

 So before falling hard for an online-only acquaintance, here are a few tips, gleaned from "Catfish," to help 

you detect fraudulent profiles on social networking and dating sites. 

  1. The perfect person is not a real person. A supermodel or retouched profile photo should raise the first 

red flag. 

 2. Be wary if the profile describes a personality that complements your own or is too good to be true. 

Often, imposters will create interests and activities that mirror your own in order to start a conversation. 

 3. Check how many friends and followers are listed in the person's network. The average Facebook user 

has 130 friends. An imposter will often have significantly fewer. 

 4. Determine whether any of your "mutual friends" have actually met your newest online acquaintance in 

person. 

 5. Use search engines to do a quick background check on the name and basic information used in a 

profile. If the profile claims the person attended Oxford, currently works as a CEO at an international 

company or runs marathons, you should be able to find mentions of these achievements on alumni, 

company or running sites, respectively. Schulman admitted that Googling Megan earlier in their relationship 

could have saved him a great deal of embarrassment and heartbreak. 

 6. Peruse posted pictures and albums carefully. A real person will often have pictures with friends and 

family, who will have tagged and commented on photos. By contrast, imposters will often use modeling 

photos featuring only glamorous shots of the individual rather than group photos. 

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/tips-identifying-fake-facebook-profiles/story?id=14379498


7. Don't be tricked if your friend has multiple people who vouch for him or her online. One person can 

easily make multiple accounts to make it appear as if there is a support network of family and friends. 

 8. Imposters will often try to interact with your own friends and family members to create a broader sense 

of familiarity and build up a broader network of trust. 

 9. Finally, if you've been harmed by someone who posted a fake profile, report it to site monitors and 

authorities. Although it may be humiliating to be duped online, authorities will be able to identify imposters 

and close their accounts more quickly than you working independently. 

 

 

The Facebook profiles in question (regarding validity and integrity) belong to the 

following members: 

Russell Mercado, LadyRenee Mercado (2 accounts) and Renee Cat Morris. 

Also Yvette Cisnero (who appeared later ) 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002235069994 

http://www.facebook.com/ladyreneeofthehouseofthereddragon 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001050529239 

http://www.facebook.com/myladyrenee 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003173075658 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003615297476 

*Question: Do Facebook profile ids follow in a progressive/sequential order of 

creation? 

If it does, the oldest ‘LadyRenee’ account would have been created first… followed 

by ‘Lord Russell’, ‘Cat Morris’?, and ‘Lady Yvette’. 

Note: Renee Cat Morris has a second profile: Kat Morris II that appears to have 

been made before Yvette’s (if numeric id progression applies) 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002235069994
http://www.facebook.com/ladyreneeofthehouseofthereddragon
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001050529239
http://www.facebook.com/myladyrenee
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003173075658
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003615297476


With the exception of Yvette, all the profile owners claim to live in Las Palmas de 

Gran Canaria, Spain. ‘Yvette’ lives in Barcelos, Braga, Portugal. ‘Russell’ is a 

photographer (self-employed). The others seem to be models of sorts: 

i.e.  LadyRenee, freelance model photo editing (The Inner Souls) 

Concerning Facebook profile IDs, 

http://articles.businessinsider.com/2011-06-01/tech/29973999_1_facebook-user-mark-zuckerberg-

social-network 

When Facebook was founded, every user was given an ID number. It began with ID #0, which redirects 

every user to their own profile page. 

 ID numbers 1-3 were tests that Mark Zuckerberg used to initially test Facebook; the profile pages no longer 

exist. The first real Facebook user starts at ID #4. It belongs to -- you guessed it -- Mark Zuckerberg. 

Facebook ID numbers were assigned in somewhat sequential order; schools were chunked up in blocks up 

to 100,000 IDs. Harvard was the first chunk (0-99,999).  My number is about 5,500,000. This makes sense 

because Syracuse was the 56th school on Facebook. 

It's not clear how IDs were assigned once Facebook expanded beyond college networks. But, if you were an 

early Facebook member and joined through a university network, your ID number probably closely 

resembles the order in which you signed up for the site. To find this number, look at your Facebook profile 

page. Assuming you didn't opt to change the url a few years back, it will be followed by a long string of 

numbers: 

 http://www.facebook.com /profile.php?id=5500957 

 That number, i.e. 5500957, is it. If you're curious about your number and changed your URL, a 

commenter tells us how you can find it. 

"You can locate it in the page elements," writes E. "Do a search for /profile.php?id= you will find your 

number." 

 The first 20 people ever on Facebook have IDs in the single and double digits.. 

 

The following  are screen shots of various pages within the owner profiles. These are 

compared to findings across the internet (screen shots captured utilizing Google-

Image and/or Tineye.com.  

None of the profiles in question have real photos of their owners. At least, they do 

not appear to have them… Also, the composition ( including the text) resemble each 

other as if they were created by the same person.   

http://articles.businessinsider.com/2011-06-01/tech/29973999_1_facebook-user-mark-zuckerberg-social-network
http://articles.businessinsider.com/2011-06-01/tech/29973999_1_facebook-user-mark-zuckerberg-social-network


 

The image above comes from Russell Mercado’s profile (About page).  The 

contents of his About, “The House of the Red Dragon” is approximately 3 ½ 

paragraphs long. Is this post his creation? 

Notice the first paragraph of David Keyworth’s work is identical to Russell’s entry 

(first paragraph)… Russell gives no credit to the author.  



The second paragraph from Russell’s “The House of the Red Dragon” derives from 

this publication below (with minor portions/contents removed).  

 

 

Apparently, the highlighted content (above) from the original publication was the 

only portion removed. This creating the incoherent sentence,“Some vampire does 

not need blood but instead feeds off the psychic energy of others.” 

The third paragraph (in Russell’s entry) comes from a publication presented in a 

screen shot on the following page. The blue arrow insert identifies the paragraph that 

was ‘copy-n-pasted’ into his work… The feminine references used in this original 

work (i.e. ‘she’ and ‘her’) were kept and not generalized. Again, no credit was given 

to the author (in this case, Inanna Arthen). 

As for his last (half) paragraph, it’s copied from a Heroic Animals article: 

“There is nothing that compares to the unconditional love of an animal. These furry creatures 

can bring happiness to a sick child, provide companionship for the elderly or even save 

someone's life.”                  



 

 

 

 

What was the reason for adding this portion to “The House of the Red Dragon”?  



The Facebook About content appears to be the result of plagiarism… And it’s 

presented in Lord Russell’s Ning profile as well. His definitions concerning the 

Order of the Dragon and ‘honor’ are copied with no credit to author or source. 

 

 

 



 

*Question: Why would someone construct an About statement by copying the 

contents of four different sources and attempt to make it all flow together? 

 

 

The contents of Russell Mercado’s Facebook photos 

There are approximately 633 photos/graphics populating Russell’s albums. Many 

appear to be assorted graphics and shots of horses. There are no (apparent) photos 

of this man. Reflecting back on the article written by Micheal Koenigs (see page2): 

6. Peruse posted pictures and albums carefully. A real person will often have pictures with friends and 

family, who will have tagged and commented on photos. By contrast, imposters will often use modeling 

photos featuring only glamorous shots of the individual rather than group photos. 

There are no friend or family photos but, the horses… Are the horses really his?  

7. Don't be tricked if your friend has multiple people who vouch for him or her online. One person can 

easily make multiple accounts to make it appear as if there is a support network of family and friends. 

The other profiles can affirm the identity and ownership of the horses (pictured). 

They are family horses. 



  

 

Read the content. Russell acknowledges it as his child… and My Lord. 

But the photo was taken from here and the horse’s name is Navarano. 



Where is this horse… Spain?  Apparently, his home is in the Washington State area, 

Rainey Valley Farm 

 

 

 



 

Apparently, Russell is calling this horse Sky… Is that the horse’s name? 

 

Same horse, same photo… but this horse’s name is Garrido. The female announcer 

(in the Youtube video) introduces the horse as such (not Sky). Is Garrido the 

Spanish word for sky? No, that’s cielo.  Garrido can mean elegant or handsome. 



 

Russell refers to this horse as Curlin. Is this supposed to be one of his horses in 

Spain? Who is the Wendy  mentioned at the bottom of the photo? (Wendy2008) 

 

This screenshot indicates the photo is of Curlin and belonging to Wendy Wooley. 

According to her profile, she lives in Lexington, Kentucky.  



The screen shot also indicates Curlin being in Saratoga (California?) 

 

 

This horse is being called Prince. 

*Question: Is it safer for Russell to attach simple (one-word/one-name) comments to 

his horse photos… In this case, names (i.e. Lord, Sky, Curlin, Prince)? In the 

examples thus far, there have been no written comments stating any kind of 

ownership (ex: This is my horse, Sky). In my opinion, ownership is implied in the 

presentation (especially in the profile owner’s comment replies). 

 



 

Here is the same horse used as an image-link toYoung Stock for sale.. Notice the 

two images are also the same size. 

 

Clicking the link to the Young Stock page, the horse (in an equivalent photo) is 

called Mariner III … And has been SOLD TO ITALY. 



 

In this screen shot, Russell refers to this horse as his ‘Show Off’… 

 

Same photo. It’s a common wallpaper. It appears elsewhere as icons and avatars… 



 

The “New family members” in the photo time-stamped 9/9/2011 can also be found 

on this site: 

 

Apparently, young Diamante  was sold for $2500.This breaking up the ‘family’. The 

copyright reads Nonesuch Farm, 2010 (a year prior to the “New family members”). 



 

So was the colt sold to the Mercado family? No. It was sold to the Maass family as 

indicated in the ‘update’ (above). In the screen below is another horse photo titled, 

“Shy1”… Is this a comment or is Russell suggesting this is his horse? 

 

It’s easy to assume that the horse in the photo belongs to Russell… 



 

Yet here is the same horse on this site with the name, Octavio III. 

http://www.viva-iberica.com/yegib/main_foundation_horses.htm 

“He lives at Yeguada Iberica, in southern Castilla La Mancha and works most days, either giving classical riding lessons 

or taking clients out in the country, where his superb temperament and physical abilities excel. 

Octavio is passing on his qualities through his youngstock and his services are sought after by quality studs in Spain”  

 

http://www.thejoyofhorses.com/july98/yeguada.htm 

“Yeguada Iberica is a working Spanish stud, where their Purebred Spanish (Andalusian) mares and stallions are 

ridden, driven, shown in hand, worked in hand and mares are worked in the Lotte. The stud’s Purebred Spanish 

Horse displays are well known and appreciated. Horses are trained in the ‘classical’ style and wherever possible the 

stud is run very much along the lines of the old established studs of Spain.” 

http://www.viva-iberica.com/yegib/main_foundation_horses.htm
http://www.thejoyofhorses.com/july98/yeguada.htm


 

 

 

Again, a different site with the same picture… The Picture source is Sunsinger 

Andalusians.  Are they located in Spain? No, they are located in Colorado… On the 

following page, a portion of the site providing Sunsinger’s address. 



http://www.bitsandclix.com/your-news/article/directory/breeds/117-/6243-sunsinger-andalusians.html 

 

 

 

 

With the response to Contesa Liza Zboril’s compliment made about the horse, it 

could be implied that Russell owns the horse in the photo: 

Russell Mercado:   thank you My Lady 

In the previous photo examples, there are gratuitous responses reflected toward the 

praises given these horses… These same horses that can be easily disproven of 

alleged name and ownership by the findings (presented) from other internet sites. 

http://www.bitsandclix.com/your-news/article/directory/breeds/117-/6243-sunsinger-andalusians.html


 

The photo was taken May 3, 2007 (Caravaca De La Cruz) and it belongs to a site 

member that goes by Deanka. The distance between Caravaca De La Cruz and Las 

Palmas de Gran Canaria is over a thousand miles. 

 

Deanka lives in Hungary.  



 

Another Sky  photo… It is unclear if this is the same horse from a previous Sky 

photo. But, it’s a common image used on many other sites. 

 

 



Russell claims to reside in a castle (in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain). There 

are a few Facebook photos of it’s exterior and interior. With each of the following 

photos, Russell gives a description: 

 

According to Russell, this is the main entry to his home…  

 



 

(Above) Russell claims this to be the back way to the main dining room of his castle 

in Spain… Apparently, his “back way” really belongs to a castle in France. 

 

 

 



 

The ‘Mercado Castle’ family room for ceremonies… Russell comments: “The hall 

awaits for you My Lady, The Black Mass will be held with you present, once 

again”… This is a chapel in Buda Castle, Hungary. Even the architecture suggests a 

church.

 

Would a black mass be allowed in this Royal Castle of Buda? 



Is this photo (above) the only real image to ‘Mercado Castle’… A stairway leading to 

Russell’s home? This image was not found using Google. It’s possible that the image 

is part of a larger one. Cropped.  

 

The majority of his Facebook photos are a variety of graphics and/or illustrations… 

The following are two examples referring to his relatives: 

 



Is the woman in the previous graphic/illustration really Russell’s sister, Lady Renee?  

At the bottom/right portion of the image, there appears to be a photo editing-

software attempt to cover something…    

 

 The same image (from Russell’s profile appears) on a gallery page and what was 

‘covered’ in Russell’s copy presents itself to be the artist’s signature(s), Michael and 

Inessa Garmash. 

 If Lady Renee’ is really portrayed in this Garmash painting, why would Russell 

cover the artists’ signatures and not give credit to where credit is due?   



 

(Above) Russell claims this Renee Cat Morris in a photo shoot… Is it?  

If it were his cousin, her modeling name would be Kalatala (as the image is her 

profile pic on the Model Mayhem site…The photo is also included in Kalatala’s 

portfolio). 

 



 

Is Renee Cat Morris from Poland? Kalatala appears to be (according to her profile 

page below).  

 

As in the previous article (mentioned) by Micheal Koenigs: 

“6. Peruse posted pictures and albums carefully. A real person will often have pictures with friends and 

family, who will have tagged and commented on photos. By contrast, imposters will often use modeling 

photos featuring only glamorous shots of the individual rather than group photos.” 

“7. Don't be tricked if your friend has multiple people who vouch for him or her online. One person can 

easily make multiple accounts to make it appear as if there is a support network of family and friends.” 

Russell Mercado is not the only one with misleading photos. The ‘Renees’ seem to 

follow the same (if not similar) ‘profile paradigm’… Each have an abundance of pics 

that fit the description mentioned in the Koenigs article (above). The same sort of 

tricky  photo comments (and phrasing) also apply. Several Facebook member-

friends may assume that the photos are of Renee (as she claims to be a model) and 

she will accept the compliments… This stands true with the other candidates: 

 Renee Cat Morris and Yvette Cisnero. 

 



Concerning Lady Renee Mercado’s Facebook Profile 

*Question: Why does she have two profiles?.... 

The following screen captures come from LadyRenee’s newer page: 

http://www.facebook.com/ladyreneeofthehouseofthereddragon 

Here, she claims to be employed at The Inner Souls as a freelance model photo 

editing. Las Palmas de Gran Canaria …and an Alternative Model in Vampyre and 

Goth and in Fetish fashion. 

 

 

Inner Souls Look , is that a company? Google shows no such thing. One would 

think if it were an actual company of sorts, there would be an internet (search 

engine) listing…  

From a collection of 559 photos (including a variety of graphics), the following 

selection of screen captures best reflects the accusation of fraudulence.  Each photo 

retrieved/copied from some other site or source. First, some examples of  Lady 

Renee as an alternative fashion model… Are any of these photos really of  her?  

 

http://www.facebook.com/ladyreneeofthehouseofthereddragon


 

 

Her comment: “Love my booths” would lead someone to believe that those are her 

legs… 

 

Is Lady Renee the cat girl in the picture?   



 

Here is another misleading photo comment. Is that her hand? 

 

It looks like a very common image… It’s hard to say.  

 



 

She claims to love her black and white pictures… Is that her in the photo? 

 

Here is the same image elsewhere…  

 



 

Again, is this Lady Renee? People are assuming it is (judging from the comments) 

*Notice that Yvette comments but, does not confirm that it’s her in the photo… 

 

This site claims it to be a photo of Katy Perry… 



 

This Bakery? Sugar free House cake? 

 

Another very common image.  

 



 

Are these Lady Renee’s “tried” feet?  

 

If they are then, she has them here on a Chinese site (above) and an adult-foot fetish 

site! Judging from the photo(s), the steering wheel appears to be on the right… 

 



 

 A question from WikiAnswers.com: “What side of the car is the steering wheel on in Spain?” 

Answer: “Spain drives on the right. The steering wheel is on the left.” 

http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_side_of_the_car_is_the_steering_wheel_on_in_Spain 

 

Yvette appears to confirm that this is Lady Renee… 

 

http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_side_of_the_car_is_the_steering_wheel_on_in_Spain


 

The image appears to belong to German photographer, Uli Muench…  

 

She loves this picture but, is this her? Notice the strange white etching around the 

photo… It appears to be a sloppy photopaint cover. 

 



 

The “etching” seems to help cover the logo and the link (provided on this copy) 

after the image was cropped. (Below) A common wallpaper site: 

  

Is the common wallpaper “Hat Girl” Lady Renee? 

 



 

She likes here black-and-white pics… Kevin believes the legs belong to Lady Renee.  

 

Apparently, the image belongs to photographer, Mykal Binds from Los Angeles, 

California. That bit of information was cropped from Lady Renee’s copy. It would 

be difficult to know if those legs are Lady Renee’s without contacting Mykal Binds. 



 

Another misleading comment to cue an assumption… 

 

Again, a common wallpaper… An image to spice up a Sony-Ericsson smart phone or 

any other mobile device. 



 

 

Lady Renee thanks everyone for the comment-compliments. Mark Bigwood writes 

that he’d like to see a full body shot. He writes further, “I can imagine a very pretty 

face with the most beautiful smile anyone could imagine…” 

 



  

This is the woman that the legs really belong to! Is this Lady Renee… being pawed 

and licked on by her ‘slaves’? No. Goddess Hiliana lives in Athens,Greece… 

 

Mr. Bigwood might have found what he was asking (looking) for on this website!  

 



 

Read Lady Renee’s comment. The horse is supposed to be Sky, she is riding him 

and Russell took the photo.  

 

This article from RidingMagazine.com… The same photo. The horse in the photo is 

not named Sky. It is Rociero, a horse from Symphony Farms (not in Spain). 



 

(From the same article)In the photo above, is that Lady Renee on the Horse?  

No. The rider’s name is Kristina Harrison… It also can be concluded that Russell 

Mercado did not take any of these photos. 

 

Question: Why would someone find it necessary to lie like this?  



 

Is this the 1st Lord that belonged to Lady Renee’s Father? 

 

No. This horse’s name is Richard… 

 



 

Darke writes, “Miss you Wiley.”  Did something happen to Wiley? Are these Lady 

Renee’s horses? 

 

No. It’s another image copied (and cropped) from Tamara Gooch Photography… 

Note: This isn’t the first time,Russell has taken from Tamara Gooch’s gallery as well. 



 

Regal, that’s Lady Renee’s boy.  

 

A Carol Walker photo from her Living Images portfolio. 

 



 

Meet Lord… Or is it? 

 

Is this still Lord? Probably not…When comparing the two ‘identical’ photos (of both 

screen captures), it appears that the people in the Lady Renee copy are purposely 

‘blurred’. 



 

 

Dogs.  



 

Question: Why would Lady Renee’s dog appear in the photo gallery of a small 

family breeder in New York? It would appear that the dog’s real name is Nikita, not 

Baby…Britton Farms has a contact number with a 512 area code. Texas. 

 

Lady Renee wrote her “Baby” was 4 months old in the photo… This dog is 4 yrs old. 



 

Is this dog’s name Noble…or Baby (as it is written on the photo)? The word “Baby” 

looks suspiciously near the same color as the foreground (and background). 

 

The same image without ‘baby’…But, the Lady Renee copy has Krisma Images 

cropped from the bottom. 



 

Is this Doberman on a beach in Spain? 

 

Does Devil and her owner, Hanna-Maria live in Spain? Kerli lives in Estonia 

(approximately 1850 miles from Spain). Hainide Beke-Biene lives in Estonia 

according to her profile: http://www.dogster.com/dogs/209224 

http://www.dogster.com/dogs/209224


 

A little test: Berinvonn asks what the dog’s name is (knowing that it’s Hainide Beke-

Biene). A few minutes later, Russell replies “Baby”… 

 

Further, Berinvonn puts forth a claim that the dog’s name is Devil… No immediate 

response from Russell. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


